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“Slangs”
What is a slang?
Slang is a type of language used by a particular group of people - e.g. teenagers.
It's better to avoid using this sort of language in general contexts as people outside the
group in question may not understand it, or may well interpret it wrongly.
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Lit
When something is very good,

enjoyable, or exciting, you
can say it's "lit".

Extra
When someone is

unnecessarily dramatic,

excessive, or over the top.

Salty
You can say someone is salty
when they get upset or angry

over something minor.

To ghost someone
When you cut off

communication with someone
you're no longer interested in.

To flex
Another way of saying
someone is showing off.

Lowkey
It can be used as a way of

saying that you liked or done
something secretly or quietly.

Dying
Something that was so funny,

you died laughing.

Shook
When someone is shook it
means they are shoked or

incredibly surprised.

Tea
When someone is "spilling the

tea", it means they are
gossiping.

To clap back
To respond to another
person's criticism.

Bye, Felicia
A cold way of dismissing

someone.

Mood
Used to express something

that is relatable.

Hangry
When you are so hungry that

you are angry!

Savage
Someone who "roasts"

people nonstop and doesn't
care what others will say.

On point
Outstanding, perfectly

executed.
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“Slangs”
Fill in the blanks.
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Sofia is trying to                      with her new car.  1

I'm                     ! You need to tell me everything! Come to my house. 2
I'm so                      . Don't talk to me. I really need food. 3

OMG. This standup is hilarious. I'm                     .4
We had to keep it                      because it was a secret.5
Anna has been crying for 3 hours just because she is not going to the
trip.  She is so                      !!!

6
Her accessories are                      . She looks great!7
What a surprise! Did you see Andrew                    Peter? They were
best friends! 

8
- You are a liar! I don't want to see you again.  

-                     !
9

Jimmy Kimmel's monologue and Donald Trump last night was
                    .

10

My birthday party was                     ! I was so excited! 11
What happened at Sofia's birthday party?  I didn't go. Spill the
                    !

12

-I wish I was in New York instead of being here at school. 
-                     !

13

Maria                       at everyone who tells her something "bad". 14

My teacher is so                       since I was absent to her class. 15
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“Slangs”
Answer key.
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Flex1
Shook2
Hangry3
Dying4
Lowkey5
Extra6
On point7
Ghosted8
Bye, Felicia9
Savage10
Lit11
Tea12
Mood13
Claps back14
Salty15


